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fSectionI
INTRODUCTION
The Apollo Soyuz Tebt Project (ASTP) currently schedules an Apollo
launch at 1500 EST on 15 July 1975 from Kennedy Space Center. The launch
vehicle is subject to certain constraints, and the deadline for a "go" or
"no go" decision for July 15 (or any subsequent date created by mission !
postponement) is at the previous midnight, i.e., 15 hours earlier.
For mission planning, the effect of persistence in the weather events
which cause operational delays is very important, so this study will take
persistence into account In its presentation of conditional probabilities
of launch conditions, l_rkov theory will be applied, and the results will
be compared with empirical probabilities obtained directly from the data.
Other studies of persistence in meteorological events have been conducted
by Feyerherm and Bark (ref. 1), Williams (ref. 2), Hopkins and Robillard
(ref. 3), Weiss (ref. 4), Eriksson (ref. 5), Brelsford and Jones (ref. 6),
Smith (ref. 7), Gabriel and Neumann (refs. 8, 9), and Caskey (ref. 10).
Additional material on runs is available in Gabriel (ref. ii), Walker and
Duncan (ref. 12), yon Rises (ref. 13), Feller (ref. 14), and Wilks (ref. 15).
A rather complete treatment of hypothesis-testing in regard to Harkov
chains is found in Anderson and Goodman (ref. 16).
As is well known, thunderstorms are a major impediment to launch operations
at Kennedy Space Center in the su_aner. Two recent station studies of thunder-
storms are the statistical investigations by Falls (ref. 17) and Neumann (ref.
_" 18). The former paper reaches the conclusion that thunderstorm events at Cape
_;_, Kennedy are well represented by a negative binomial distribution. The latter
°_ paper discusses methods for predicting thunderstorms at the Cape, and it
presents prediction equations obtained by nonlinear regression,
The present study is divided into two main sections. Section II defines an
.. ASTP unfavorable day and reveals the distribution of such "restrictions" over
I
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the 15-year data period which is available. Then it analyzes the utility of
past weather conditions in advancing forward a slngie day with conditional
probabilities. Section III applies Markov chain theory and in particular,
the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equations, to the data, comparing the results with
experimental counts. Both first and second order Markov processes are
investigated, and a statistical method is presented which predicts launch
conditions on a dichotomous basis for mission planning.
Finally, in Section IV a summary of the work is made and the conclusions
are presented. The references are given in Section V.
1-2
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SectionII
ASTPWEATHERESTRICTION
2.1 DEFINITION i!
An ASTP weather restriction is defined as the occurrence of any of the
following conditions:
a. Precipitation _i
b. Thunderstorms with a cloud ceiling
c. Cumulus cloud ceiling < 4000 feet il
d. Wl_d speed > 25 knots at 30 feet
-"
i
The record of hourly observations of weather elements at Cape Canaveral
AFS from 1957 to 1971 Is complete, and additlonal information is available
on the peak wind speed each hour and the duration, location, and other
characteristics of each thunderstorm. To treat Just the 1500 EST observations
would ignore a substantial number of cases when restrictive conditions occurred
during the afternoon and/or the weather at 1500 EST was he.ely restricted.
Therefore, the writers have adopted a broader definition of "unfavorable con-
ditions" such that one or more of the four constraints is simply required
to be reported at least once in the hourly record from 1200 EST to 1700 EST,
incluslvely. This makes the concept of "unfavorable" almost synomymous with
the term, "marginal".
A llnk can be provided between this definition and the probability of
occurrence of restricted conditions at a particular hour. From all July and
August data for the period 1957-1971, the relatlve frequency of restricted
_* conditions at 1300 EST, 1400 EST, or 1500 EST, given that a restriction has
, _aken place at least once between 1200 and 1700 EST, is 0.333, 0.390, or
; 0.434, respectively. The 95 percent confidence limits on each value are
+ 0.049.
2.2 TIME DISTRIBUTION OF ASTP UNFAVORABLE DAYS
Five-day moving averages of the frequency of unfavorable days for an
ASTP launch are calculated for each July and August day and shown In Figure
2-1
t
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2-1. From the broken, visually-fltted curve, a rising trend is apparent in
July with a reversal early in August. There are a few irregularities, but
only the dip in mid-August is significant at the one percent level by Student's
t-test. In view of these results, the data are considered to be sufficiently
homogeneous to permit the inclusion of August weather reports. This produces
a total of 930 days of observation for the 15-year period under study. A
test for cycles in the occurrence of unfavorable days discloses that the
i
i data are free of such periodicities.
I
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Figure 2-1. FREQUENCYOFDAYSWITHUUFAVORABLECONDITIONS,KSC,1957-1971
"_ ,
2.3 ANALY_$ OF k ONE.DAY ADYAK_E
The folloving question rill nov be considered: If an advance o£ one day
Into the f.ture is to be made In a predictlon schomo based upon the past
weather vlth its peralstent nature, how many days of past weather can be pro-
fitably used?
2-2
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2.3.1 Theoretical Aspects
Table 2-1 presents empirical and calculated values of favorable conditions
for ASTP launch the following day, given present and previous days weather i
behavior. In the table P(FI) is the probability of the next day being favor- !
able for the launch, independent of present or previous days weather. This
is considered a zero order probability. P(FIIUo) is the probability of the
next day being favorable for launch, given that the weather today is unfavor-
able for launch. This is considered a first order probability. Similarly,
P(FI[UoF_I) is the probability that the next day will be favorable for launch
given that today is unfavocable and the day before was favorable. Thls is con-
sidered a second order probability. The results of Table 2-i are also plotted
in Figure 2-2.
Table 2-1. EMPIRICALPROBABILITIESANDCALCULATEDPROBABILITIES
OF FAVORABLECONDITIONSFORASTPLAUNCH
EHPIRICALVALUE CALCULATEDVALUE CALCULATEDFRO_I
P(Fl) 0.694 _ 0.026"
P(U1) 0.306 _ 0.026* P(F)
P(FllFo) 0.788 _ 0.028 0.787 _ 0.022* P(FIIUo)
' P(FIIU o) 0.483 _ 0.051" 0.481 _ 0.064 P(FIIF o)
P(F1JFoF.1) 0.823 _ o.oz8 0.807 _ o.o20* P(F11FoU.1)
P(F1JFoU.1) 0.714 _ 0.070" 0.654 _ 0.103 P(F11FoF.1)
P(F1 IUoU.1) 0.493 _ 0.069* 0.492 _ 0.072 P(F1 lUoF1 )
P(F1 IUoF.1) 0.473 _ 0.077 0.472 _ 0.074* P(F1JOoUl)
The eubeoz_ipteindioa_ethe oz_Ierof dartsfor a favo2,abZe(Y)
or unfavo_Ze (U) oaee. The aet_ieka indicate the vaZuee
used in subsequent oaTouZationa.
2-3
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Thu empirical probabilities are obtained by counting the number c,$ days
that fit the class description (r) divided by the total number of da_',,xn ' ,e
data set (n). For example,
p(zl!u° F_I)_ r_n ' (t)
Thus by counting the n,nnber of days r in the total data set where a favorable
launch day is followed by an unfavorable day and a preceding favorable day,
and then dividing this by rne total number of days in the data set, n, an
approximation to P(FIIU° F_I) is obtained wnich improves as n _ =0 In this
limit r/n _ P(FIlU° F_l). Confidence llmlts are then calculated on p using
Bayes Theorem as shown in Pratt, Ralffa and Schaefer (ref 19). There is some
prior distribution of p assumed before the present data are utilized. This is
called the prior distribution given by fl(p_. Since all that is known is that
p has a value between 0 and 1 and any value is equally likely, one can let
fz(p)= i (2)
The data, Dr,n' is then obtained. Then the posterior distribution of p, given
the data D [fF(PlDr,n) ] car, be obtained from Bayes Theoremr,n' m
f(Dr IP)fl(p)
" fF (Pl Dr,n ) = ,r
f(Dr'n ) (3)
The probability of r successes in n trials for a given value of p is given
by
f(Dr,njp ) = pr(t.p)n-r. (4)
This sires for the posterior distribution of p, afLar the date havs been
utilised,
fF (Pl Dr,n ) = pr (l_Ip)n-r (5)
J ;r(l-p)n-r dp
° 1
2-4 I
!
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?This is the well known Beta Distribution. The most likely value is given by
the maximum of fF(P!Dr,n), which can be fo,md as
dfF(PlDrt n)
= 0 (6)
dp
which gives the moat likely value of p as
r
i p - - (7)
n
Then the 95 percent confidence limits, Pu and PL' are given by
Pu
f fF(P[Dr,n)d p = .95 (8)
PL
It can be shown that the Beta distribution for large n can be approximated by
a normal distribution wlth a mean, U(P) of r/n and a variance, o2(p) of
En (1 - r)/n. Thus the normal tables can be used to find the 95 percent confidence
limlt8 Pu and PL" For the normal approximation Chls i8 given by
PL " + 1.96.__5 o(p) (9)
-
As shown by Cohen, in reference 26, the sere order, P(Fo), first order,
P(FltFo), and second order, P(FlJF ° F_I), probabilities can all be obtained
fro_ any four given empirical probability values. For exanple, Table 2-1 presence
set of calculated values based upon the empirical values for P(Fo). P(FIlFo),a
P(FIlF ° F_I), and P(FlJUo U.1).
Soue inmediately derivable expraoolona are listed below am equations 10
through 14.
p_.(uo) - l-F_ __ro) (10)
Per a first order process,
P(Ul[_o_ - 1 - F(rlJvo) (n)2-5
m J J
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and
P(Fo)
P(¥1[Uo) = p(Uo----_ P(UlJFo) (12)
While for a second order process,
F(UIJF° _'i) = i - P(FIJF° F i) (i3)
and
P(UlJU° u_l)- i -e(rlJu° u_l) (14)
Similarly, it has been shown by Cohen (ref. 20) that
e(ro)[I-P(FoJ_-I)1-P(_-I) P(FoJ_-I)[1-P(_lJro_-I)]
p(UI,Fol U_I) = P(Fo) . P(F-I) P(Fole-l)
i
Thls can be rewritten as
P(r I) P(uIJFo) - P(_l) e_,rlJro) P(Ullro F_I)
P(ulJFou-l)" P(FI) [I- l'(rlJFo)]
t,%Jt, o) - P(l,tJl,o) e(.lJt' o e_1)
= (is)
t,(u11ro)
This is equlvalent to
e(r11:o)P(ulleo r_I)
P(elJFo F.I)- e(uiiro) (16)
#
By int:erchansin$ F and U, one can also obtain
. e(ullu o) e(t'll, o v_l)
' ' t,(ulJu° t,_l) = e(r3.iUo) _ (17)
and squat:ion (14) can be used t:o obtain
e(r_l, o ,_:L) - 1 - e(u_luo u_l) (18)
2...6
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The remaining calculated values of Table 2-1 are complements of values
found by equations (15) and (17). Differences between corresponding pairs of
numbers in this table are but a few percent and they are always within the
c_onfidence limits. To illustrate the determination of confidence limits, suppose
that P(FIiUo) is to be computed from P(FIIF ) by equations (ii) and (12). SinceO
P(FIIFo) is a random variable, its 95-percent confidence limits p|.are given by
equation (9) where p = P(FllFo). Using the symbols < > to denote the averaging
process, the confidence limits of the calculated quantity, P(UIIFo) are found
by deriving the variance _2[p(UIIFo) ] from
o2[p(UIIFo)] = _[I - P(FIIFol]2> - <[i - P(FIIFo)]>2
= <P(FIIFo )2> - <P(FI]Fo )>2 = o2[F(FIIFo)] (19)
Since the variance is unchanged by subtraction, the confidence limits of the
calculated value P(UIIFo) is equal to the empirically-determined value found
for p(F1 Ifo).
Therefore, from Table 2-1 and equation (ii),
P(UIlF o) = (1 - 0.788) _+0.028
= 0.212 + 0.028 (20)
Prom equation (12), P(FIIU o) = K P(UIIFo) (21)
where
K=Z I
p(U)
Following the same procedure as before,
2
o [P(FllUo) ] = <[K P(UlIFo)]2> - <[KP(UllFo)]>2
= K2 o2[p(UIlFo )1 (22)
Thus the confidence limit is changed by a factor of K. Now from
equations (20) and (_!) =zg Table 2-1,
2-7
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0.694
F(FIIUo) = _ (0.212 + 0.028)0
= 0.481 + 0.064 (23)
This result is shown in Table 2-i. Now since p(FllUo) and P(FI]F o) can be
found experimentally, either one can be calculated from the other. In making
the choice of an empirical value, it is reasonable to select the value which,
together with its corresponding calculated value, has the narrowes_ confidence
limits. Such selections are marked with asterisks in Table 2-i and are also
plotted in Figure 2-2.
2.3.2 AnalysisofHe OrderofHe MarkovProcess
Figure 2-2 shows the probability of a favorable day for given conditions
during the previous days. These results were taken from Table 2-1.
If the present case were described by a zero order Markov process, the
conditional probabilities, P(FIIFo) or P(FIIUo), _uld be equal to P(FI).
However, as shown in Figure 2-2 they are significantly different from the value
of P(FI), so that it is extremely unlikely that a zero order Markov Process
would describe the present case. It is also shown in Figure 2-2 that the
probability of the next day being a favor3ble day, given that the present day
is favorable, will also depe_d on the previous day; that is, P(FIIF° U_l) is
significantly different from P(FIIF° F_I). This means that if the present
day is favorablo, the probability of the next day being favorable would depend
on whether the previous day was favorable or unfavorable.
Thus the condition P(.IF.) can be considered a second order process.
However, in Figure 2-2 note that P(FIIU° U_l) and P(FIIU° F_l) are very close
to P(FIU). This means that P(.]U) can be considered a first order process.
The results for the probability of an unfavorable day are equal to 1 minus the
results for a favorable day and are also shown in Fi_uro 2-2.
24 RUNS OF PERSISTENT ASTP LAUNCH CONDITIONS
In counting _he nu:ber of days in a run, all sequences which originate before
July 1 are excluded and those which extend into September are included, both
arbitrarily. 2-8
!,
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2.4.1 RunsofUnfavorableDays
The longest run of consecutive unfavorable days after a favorable day
is one week long. This is shown in Figure 2-3, where relative frequencies give
the empirical probability of runs of n or more days, with n ranging up to 7 days.
Note that pCn_l) is the probability of one or more unfavorable days after a
favorable day, and its empirical value of 0.212 is equal to I-P(FIIFo) in
Table 2-1.
The theo=etical probabilities of the same runs are calculable fro_ the
basi= empirical values found by counting cases. Thus the probability of n or
more unfavorable days after a favorable day is given by
P(U (n) F l) = P(F_I) P(UolF_I) pn-I(uIIu o) (24)
The equations for a chain of events is discussed more fully in Section III.
Normalizing yields
P(u(n)F-l) = pn-i(UllUo) (25)Yn" P(F_I)P(UoiF--_'I"
Curve A (Figure 2-3) shows the result when the probabilities are evaluated
from the data by equation (24), and it is in fine agreement with the empirical
information, at least to 0.I percent. The utility of this graphical relation-
ship is to read the probability of unfavorable ASTP launch weather for n or
more days, given the present day is favorable.
Since Curve A is straight on seu_log paper for n >__l, then
Yn = Yo e-k(n-n°) (26)
Evaluating k directly from Curve A yields k = 0.658, Then for a one-day advance,
Yn+__Z1
= P(ullu o) = • -k(1) = 0.szs (27)Yn
2-10
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JThis outcome for P(UIIU o) agrees closely with the empirical value (0.517)
obtained by counting cases. A similar linear relationship on runs was also
examined by Langley in reference 21 for wet periods in Montreal.
2.4.2 Runs of Fn,ornbleDoys
Using the same counting rule, the longest run of favorable conditions after
i an unfavorable day is found to be 25 days in length (Figure 2-3). Again, the
i probabilities have been estimated by relative frequencies counted from the
data. The thecretical probabilities of n or more favorable days after an
unfavorable day is given by
P(F (n) U_l) = P(U_I) P(FolU_I) P(FIlF ° U_l) pn-2(F2IF 1 Fo) (28)
Normalizing gives
P(F (n) U_l)
Y'n = P(U_I) P(FolU_I) = P(FIlFo U-l) pn'2(F21F1 Fo) (29)
Curve B (Figure 2-3) shows this result when the probabilities in equation (28)
are evaluated from the data. Agreement with the plotted points is fairly good,
although there are trends away from the theoretical curve when the probability
falls below 0.02. Again, the probability of persistently favorable launch
weather for n or more days, given the present day has unfavorable conditions,
can be read from the graph.
Estimating k directly from Curve B yields a value of 0.203. Then for a
one-day progression,
Y'n+l e-k(I)
- P( llF ° F_I) - - o.sl6 (3o)
_ '_ This outcome for P(FIIF° F_I) is slightly less than the empirical value of
0.825 obtained by counting.
2-12
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SectionIII -_
CONDITIONALPROBABILITIESFROMTHECHAPMAN-KOLMOGOROVEQUATIONS !
In this section, the applicability of the Markov chain theory will be -;
stressed, and the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equations (Breiman, ref. 22) will be
uced to obtain conditional probabilities for up to 4 days following a base ._.
day with its identifiable favorable or unfavorable condition and available !.
past weather record. _•
3.1 MARKOV CHAINS OF ORDER ONE AND ORDER TWO !_
The law of multiplication in probability theory states that the probability
of a string of events Et, Et+l, ..., Et+n is the product of n factors, :_
P(E t, gt+I, .-. gt._) = P(gt) P(Et+IIE t) P(Et+2JEt+ I, Et) ...
P(Et+n[Et+n_I, ...,Et+x, Et) (31)
A Markov chain of first order also has n factors, but it retains but
one previous event as "given" in each factor, thus,
PCEt, E:+ 1, ... Et.i.n) " P(Et) P(Et+IIE t) P(Et _... P(Et+nIEL+n_ 1)
-! (32)
: Analogously, a Markov chain of second order retains two previous events
as "given" in each factor, so that
P(_t'E=+l'"'"Et+n)" P(Et)P(Et+I[Et) P(Et+2[Et+I'E=) "'"
E(Et+nlEt+n_1, Et+n_z) (33)
Many of the papers r_ferenced in Section I which treat persistence in
precipitation and in dry periods find that a Markov model, especially the
first order chain, is an acceptable device to describe the data.
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3.2 THE CHAPMAN-KOLMOGOROVEQUATIONS
The probability of passing from the initial state Ai at time n to state
Aj at time n+l can be written as P(A1,n+iIAi,n).__ The probability of passing
from the initial state Ai at time n to a new state _ at time n+2 is given by
the _apman-Kolmogorov equation for a first order Markov process as
= I P(_,n+21Aj ,n+l) P(Aj,n+iIAi,n) (34)
P(_,n+21Ai,n) j
Thus the probabilities have been summed over all possible intermediate
states Aj at time n+l. This process can be continued,
- _ P(At,n+al_,n+ 2) P(_,n+21Ai,n ) , (35)P(At'n+31Ai'n) k
etc. The same type of analysis is applicable to second order or zero order
processes.
This result can be used to predict unfavorable or favorable conditions
as far ahead as desired. The results for favorable conditions can be obtained
from the unfavorable relationships by the following equations.
I
PC¥iIUo ) = i - P(UiIU o) (36)
P(FiIF ° F_l) - i - P(UiIF ° F_l) (37) i
PCFilF° U_z>- Z - PCUilF° u_z> (38)
These results can be used to predict the behavior in advance, given the
' present known weather conditions. The method of calculation is illustrated
in Figure 3-1, and the outcome for Ui, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for July and August
: at KSC is shown in Table 3-1 and Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Experimeatal counts
are included in the table for comparison with the theoretical predictions,
and agreement is to within 5 percent absolute value in all of the conditional
probabilities. This indicates that the Chapman-Eolmosorov Equations are indeed
applicable to this problem.
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Table 3-I. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES OF UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS
FOR ASTP LAUNCH
P(UiJUo) P(UiIFo U-l) P(UiJFo F-l) i
lib E* C** E* C** E* C**
day
l 0.517 0.517 0.272 0.216 0.175 0.193
2 0.410 0.454 0.267 0.249 0.242 0.255
3 0.331 0.372 0.319 0.270 0.274 0.284
4 0.306 0.343 0.245 0.278 0.278 0.297
*Empirical value obtained by counting and use of the complementary
relationship.
_Calculated value from the Chapman-KolmogorovEquations.
P(UII Uo) - probability of the Ith unfavorable day given that today is un-
favorable.
iUilYOU.# - probability of the ith unfavorable day given that today is
favorable and yesterday unfavorable.
P(Ui! FoF._ - probability of the ith unfavorable day given that today is
favorable and yesterday favorable.
Unfavorable conditions mean that one or more of the four launch constraints
(see page 2-1) occurred at least once between 1200 EaT and 1700 EST.
Examples illustratin_use of the tables:
i. This afternoon was unfavorable for ASTP launch. The empirical and calculated
probability that tomorrow afternoon will be unfavorable is .517. The empirical
_j
probability that the third afternoon from today will be unfavorable is 0.331.
2. This afternoon was favorable, but the provlous afternoon was unfavlzable.
: The calculated pzobabillty that tomorrow afternoon will be unfavorable is 0.216,
' The empirical probability that the 4th afternoon from today will be unfavorable
is 0.245.
3. This afternoon was favorable and the previous afternoon was favorable also.
The empirical probabillty that tomorrow afternoon will be unfavorable is 0.175.
The calculated probabillty that the afternoon after tomorrow (2nd day in thet
future) will be unfavorable is 0.255.
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Figure3-2. CONDITIONALPROBABILITIESOF MARGINALASTP LAUNCHCONDITIONS
,_ _ IN JULYANDAUGUSTAT CAPEKENNEDY,BASEDUPONTHECHAPMAN-
KOLMOGOROVEQUATIONS(P) ANDUPONEMPIRICALCOUNTS(p), FOR
I DAYSIN THEFUTUREFROMDAYZERO.
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SectionIV
EXAMPLESOFPROBABILITYCALCULATIONS
The values of Table 2-1 and their complements for unfavordble cases are
sufficient to compute the probabilities of runs with no previous conditions.
For example, if P(UoUIU 2) is desired, equation (32) is applied to set
P(UoU1U2) -P(Uo) P(UllUo )2 - (0.306) (0.517) 2 -0.082
If P(FoFIF 2) is desired, equation (331 is applied to yield
P(FoFIF2) - P(Fo) P(F21FIFo )2 - (0.694)(0.823) 2 = 0.470
In case a probability specified at a particular hour is sought, the
appropriate llnk fro_ subsection 2.1 is inserted. Thus, to find the 1500 EST
probability of a restriction, given a previous day's restriction at 1500
hours, use
P(Utsoo,llUl5OO,O)- p(UolUl5OO,O)P(U15oo,1[Vo)
- P%lUlSOO,O) P(UllUo) P(U15oo,llu1)
- (I.00) (0.517) (0.434) = 0.224
The unconditional probability of encountering two consecutive restrictions
at 1500 hours is
i P(VlSOO,$ul5OO,O)- p(U15oo,o[Uo) e(%) p(u11uo) P(U15OO,llU)
= (0.306) (0.434) (0.517) (0.434) = 0.030
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SectionV
 ,NDCONCLUSIONS
ip :i_e Apoll_-Soyuz ._,._, _.'roeram, the decision to launch must be made
i
at leasL !5 hours befor,' :,,.uch time. Therefore, mission plannln S can be
aided by a _.nowledge of statlstlcal relatLonshlps between the occurrence of
inclement (and favorable) ASTP weather conditions in past time and future time.
Markov theory has been applied in this study to elucidate these relationships
in terms of conditional probabilities for Kennedy Space Center.
The first forecasting problem investigated was the length of record of
past weather which is useful to a prediction. Based upon the historical
sequence of hourly reports for July and August from 1957 to 1971, relative
frequencies of marginal ASTP weather were gleaned from the data and expressed
as four empirical conditional probabilities from whlch other conditional
probabilities up to second order were derived. The outcome is contingent upon
the nature of the preceding weather. Thus, if afternoon weather for the current
day has been unfavorable, the previous afternoon's reports blve negligible fore-
cast value. On the other hand, if the afternoon weather for the current Jay
has been favorable, the previot_s day's reports are important to the prediction.
These results signify that first order and second rder Harkov chains,
respectively, are operative.
The second forecasting problem studied was the mtter of runs of tavorable
or unfavorable launch condlt£ons. Such runs were found to per__st as long as
25 days and 7 days, respectively. In the case of unfavorsb]_ present weather,
there is a conditional probability slightly St eater than 0.$0 that inclement
conditions will persist another day. On the other hand, the probability of
one or more favorable days, Sivon unfavor_lo present weather, is only about
: 0.15. A probability can be read froa Fieura 2-3 for any desired number of days
t
_ ,,. in a sequence of favorable days after an unfavors_;e day.
Figure 2-3 is el8o useful to an analysis of runs of unfavorable weather, i
If one assumes the present west.,er is 8ood, for example, then the probability
$-1
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of a change to inclement weather for one or more days is 0.14, approximately.
Conditional probabilities of runs of unfavorable days with greater minimum
length are readily obtained from this g_aph.
The final forecasting problem investigated was the prediction of ASTP
f
launch conditions for a few gays ahead, following a base day with known present
weather and past weather. Further application of Markov theory in the form
of the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equations was made, there being evidence of feasible
predictions up to four days, at which time the -mpirical value of P(U41U o)
generally reaches the unconditional value of p(U). These results are available
in tabular form (Table 3-1) and also graphical form (Figures 3-1, 3-2).
The theoretical results have been compared with the experimental counts
to determine the amount of agreement between Markov chains of the order indicated
by preliminary investigation of the first forecasting problem, and the data.
Agreement was within 5 percent absolute value in all of the computations
(Table 3-i).
Finally, it is noted again that the definition of "unfavorable" used
throughout this study is "the occurrence of one or more of the current ASTP
constraints (subsection 2.1) at any hour between 1200 EST and 1700 EST". There
|
is a known probability that an ASTP restriction will take place at a particu-
lar hour on an unfavorable day in July and August, and as was demonstrated
in subsection 2.5, this provides a link between the tabular values of this
report and calculations of probabilities for specific hours.
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